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Proton exchangemembrane fuel cells (PEMFC) offer a viable alternative to internal combustion engines, but

highly performing stacks still require large amounts of platinum-based catalysts. Fe–N–C catalysts have

recently emerged as potential substitutes. Carbide-derived carbon (CDC) can be designed to have

various pore size distributions (PSD), in the microporous and/or mesoporous domains, which can be

used for defining the number and/or accessibility of active sites in Fe–N–C catalysts based on the CDC.

In this work, we compare two sets of Fe–N–C catalysts derived from two different CDCs, one with most

frequent pore size of 8.5 Å, (CDC-2) and another one with most frequent pore sizes at 7.8 and 30 Å

(CDC-1). The CDC-based Fe–N–C catalysts show excellent half-wave potential for oxygen reduction

reaction (ORR) of 0.81 V vs. RHE in 0.5 M H2SO4. This work presents the first study of CDC-based

catalysts in a PEMFC, where the performance of the CDC-2 based catalyst rivaled that of the best Fe–

N–C materials in the literature. The catalyst derived from CDC-2 showed ca. 5 times higher activity at

0.8 V vs. RHE than the one derived from CDC-1. We show that the residual presence of boron in CDC-1

is the main reason for the lower activity of CDC-1 derived catalysts, leading to the formation of iron

boride instead of ORR-active FeNxCy moieties. Higher Fe contents were investigated for CDC-2, but lead

to unmodified activity, which is explained from Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements by the

increasing formation of ORR-inactive Fe species at high Fe content. In summary, we demonstrate the

excellent potential for CDC materials to be used in catalyst design and also identify some key issues that

may arise from the possible residual presence of secondary atoms from the starting carbide.
1. Introduction

The reduction of the impact of climate change due to the
burning of fossil fuels is a major challenge. Replacing internal
combustion engines in vehicles with low-temperature proton
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) could signicantly cut
CO2 emissions and is therefore one of the most popular topics
in modern electrochemistry. For fuel cells to become a viable
alternative to current technologies, however, the costs of the
system need to be greatly reduced. A large part of PEMFC costs
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arises from the need of an active catalyst for the oxygen reduc-
tion reaction (ORR) at the cathode.1,2 Platinum and its alloys are
currently used as cathode materials in commercial fuel cell
systems, but platinum is an expensive and scarce metal.
Replacing Pt group-metal based cathode catalysts with non-
noble metal catalysts is a promising pathway towards cheaper
and more sustainable fuel cells.1,3,4 Porous carbon materials
have multiple desirable properties for fuel cell electrodes, such
as a high specic surface area, high electrical conductivity and
relatively good chemical and mechanical stability. Therefore,
the doping of porous carbons has emerged as a possible
approach to activate them towards the ORR, with the ultimate
goal of replacing Pt-based catalysts.5–7 The nature of the active
sites for the ORR on non-noble metal catalysts prepared from
metal, nitrogen and carbon precursors at high temperature has
been a matter of debate since its inception, about half a century
ago.8 In recent years, comprehensive electrochemical and
spectroscopic studies have identied three main types of sites
for O2 electroreduction in acidic media on Fe–N–C catalysts:
iron-nitrogen moieties covalently integrated at the surface of
a conductive carbon matrix (FeNxCy sites),9–12 metallic particles
encapsulated in nitrogen-doped carbon (Fe@NxCy sites)13 and
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 14663–14674 | 14663
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nitrogen functional groups on the carbon surface (NxCy

sites).14–16 FeNxCy moieties incorporated into a defective carbon
layer are usually considered the most active site. Their exact
geometry and pathways for the ORR have also been extensively
discussed.12,13,17–20 For Fe@NxCy catalysts, the role of iron has
been found to be rather different from FeNxCy active sites since
Fe does not directly partake in the ORR, but rather changes the
stability of intermediates on the nitrogen-doped carbon surface.
NxCy sites, in turn, can differ according to the exact position of
nitrogen in the carbon lattice, with pyrrolic N debated to
catalyse the oxygen reduction into hydrogen peroxide and
pyridinic N catalysing the reduction of hydrogen peroxide into
water, as discussed by Artyushkova et al.18 Still, even with a high
amount of pyridinic nitrogen, the ORR activity of metal-free
catalysts is very low. The idea of pyridinic-N catalysing H2O2

reduction to water has been recently disputed by measuring the
activity for peroxide reduction in acidic media of a set of
materials containing either NxCy, Fe@NxCy or FeNxCy.21 It was
concluded that both Fe@NxCy and FeNxCy can reduce peroxide
to water (although the reaction is sluggish) while NxCy groups
(pyrrolic, pyridinic or graphitic N) cannot.21 Other activity
descriptors for ORR include the surface basicity,11 degree of
disorder in the support carbon material17,22 and micropo-
rosity9,23,24 of the catalyst.

To prepare an active Fe–N–C catalyst, then, one has to
incorporate as many active sites as possible into a carbon
material, while still retaining high conductivity, mass transport
and chemical stability under fuel cell conditions. Three main
methods for achieving highly active Fe–N/C catalysts have been
developed: (i) the sacricial metal–organic framework (MOF)
approach,9,11,25,26 where iron and nitrogen-containing precursors
are pyrolysed aer introducing them into or around MOF
crystals, (ii) the sacricial support method (SSM), where the C, N
and Fe precursors are inltrated in and around a porous
template material such as porous silica, and the template
removed in a post-pyrolysis etching step,18,27 providing control
over the mesoporosity and (iii) the pyrolysis of a nitrogen-
containing molecule or polymer in the presence of Fe
precursor.28–32 All of these methods have their advantages, such
as a very high starting surface area for the MOF-based method,
facile control over the porosity and structure of the product for
the SSM method and evenly and highly dispersed nitrogen
moieties for the N-containing polymer approach.

One drawback to all those approaches is however the lack of
precise control of the pore size distribution (PSD), especially in
the microporous region (pore size # 2 nm). The latter is typi-
cally engendered by the transformation of organic precursors
into more or less graphitic domains, e.g. MOFs lose their crys-
talline structure and lose many Zn, N and C atoms as volatile
products during pyrolysis. This applies to polymer or monomer
pyrolysis, and to the organic precursors inltrated in porous
silica as well. Thus, while some control has been gained on
mesopores (SSM method, or addition of carbon black in the
polymer approach), little control is available to tune the quan-
tity and size of micropores in Fe–N–C materials. This is unsat-
isfactory, especially since the micropore surface area in Fe–N–C
14664 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 14663–14674
materials has, on many instances, been positively correlated
with ORR activity in acid medium.31,33–35

Carbide-derived carbons (CDC) can offer a control on the
porosity of the carbon material, from narrow to wide pore size
distributions in both the micro- and mesoporous domains.
They are produced by removing metal atoms from a carbide
lattice via chlorination and are already applied in commercial
supercapacitors, due to their high specic surface area (SSA)
over 2000 m2 g�1 and porosity.36 The surface area, degree of
disorder and pore size distribution are easily tuneable by
selection of starting carbide and chlorination temperatures37,38

ranging from a-SiC-based carbon with a median pore diameter
of �0.7 nm and virtually only microporosity to Mo2C-derived
carbon, which can have a median pore diameter of �4.0 nm
and no micropores at all39 with reproducible large-scale
results.40 CDCs are thus promising as a microporous host for
Fe-based sites. Because the structure of the nal Fe–N–C cata-
lyst may be governed by the morphology of the carbon
substrate,41 the control over the porosity and structure of the
CDCs may open the path for the synthesis of Fe–N–C catalysts
with selected pore size, and perhaps in ne selected type of
FeNxCy moieties.

In this work, we investigate the effect of PSD in CDCs on the
morphology, Fe coordination and ORR activity of Fe–N–C
catalysts in acid derived from two different CDCs. The structure
and composition of the electrocatalysts are studied using N2-
sorption, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD), X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and 57Fe
Mössbauer spectroscopy. The ORR activity is explored with the
rotating disk electrode (RDE) method. The most active catalyst
materials are also characterised in a single-cell PEMFC. We
show that while both CDCs resulted in fairly active Fe–N–C
catalysts, the CDC-2 with unimodal PSD centred in the micro-
pore region resulted in Fe–N–C catalysts with a 5 times higher
ORR activity. Also, while the PSD was similar in both Fe–N–C
catalysts and revealed mostly micropores (in contrast to
different PSD of the starting CDC-s), Mössbauer spectroscopy
identies that the Fe species formed during pyrolysis was very
different with CDC-1 and CDC-2, for structural reasons (PSD)
but also mainly for chemical reasons (composition of CDC –

residual element from the starting carbides, in particular
boron). These novel insights will help design novel Fe–N–C
catalysts by linking structure and chemical purity in the tem-
plating carbide-derived carbon to the preferential formation of
ORR-active FeNxCy moieties during pyrolysis.
2. Experimental
2.1. Synthesis of carbide-derived carbons (CDC)

For the synthesis of CDC-1, boron carbide powder (B4C, H. C.
Starck, Ø < 0.8 mm) was placed into a horizontal quartz-tube
reactor and was treated with chlorine gas (2.8, AGA) at a ow
rate of 1.5 L min�1 at 1000 �C for 260 min. Aer that, the CDC
powder formed was annealed in argon (4.0, AGA, 2 L min�1)
ow at 1000 �C for 1 h and dechlorinated in hydrogen (4.0, AGA,
1 L min�1) ow at 800 �C for 6.5 h.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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For the synthesis of CDC-2, titanium carbide powder (TiC, H.
C. Starck, Ø < 4 mm) was placed into a horizontal quartz-tube
reactor and was treated with chlorine gas (2.8, AGA) at a ow
rate of 1.5 L min�1 at 900 �C. Aer that, the reactor was heated
up to 1000 �C and ushed with argon (4.0, AGA, 1 L min�1) to
remove the excess of chlorine and other gaseous by-products
from carbon. The deep dechlorination of CDC powder was done
using hydrogen (4.0, AGA, 1 L min�1) ow at 800 �C. Aer
synthesis a physical post-activation of the CDC powder,
described in detail elsewhere,42 was performed at 900 �C with
argon/water vapour to the carbon weight loss of 40%.

2.2. Synthesis of Fe–N–C materials from CDC

Carbide-derived carbon powders produced from titanium
carbide and boron carbide were received from Skeleton Tech-
nologies OÜ (Estonia). In a typical synthesis, 200 mg of CDC
along with 50 mg of 1,10-phenanthroline and the appropriate
mass of iron(II) acetate to reach either 0.5, 1 or 2 wt% Fe in the
overall catalyst precursor before pyrolysis (e.g. 8 mg iron(II)
acetate for 1 wt% Fe in catalyst precursor) were weighed and
placed into a ZrO2 planetary ball mill with 100 ZrO2 balls of
5 mm diameter and ball-milled for 4 segments of 30 min with
5 min cool down periods between each segment at a rotation
rate of 400 rpm. The resulting powder was then pyrolysed in
a quartz tube oven at 800 �C under Ar ow for 1 h. The pyrolysis
duration at 800 �C was controlled by quickly inserting the
quartz boat into the heating zone using amagnet, and removing
the tube from the oven aer 1 h had passed. The catalysts are
named in the following text by their iron content before pyrol-
ysis and precursor type. For example, the boron carbide derived
catalysts with 1.0 wt% of iron in the catalyst precursor before
pyrolysis has the designation Fe1–N/CDC-1.

2.3. Physical characterisation of Fe–N/C catalysts

The morphology of the Fe–N–C catalysts was studied using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The SEM micrographs
were recorded with Helios™ NanoLab 600 (FEI) with various
magnications to examine both the larger morphology and
microstructure. For preparing the SEM samples, a suspension
of the catalyst in isopropanol was pipetted onto a polished
glassy carbon disk. The elemental concentration in the catalyst
materials was determined using energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)
microanalysis via Helios NanoLab 600 electron-ion dual beam
microscope equipped with 50 mm2 X-Max silicon dri detector
(Oxford Instruments). The energy of primary electrons was 10
keV. The EDX spectra were analysed using the standard proce-
dures provided by INCA soware (Oxford Instruments).

The elemental composition of the surface of the catalysts was
analysed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) via the
SCIENTA SES-100 spectrometer. The samples were prepared by
dispersing 2 mg of the catalyst materials in ethanol and pipet-
ting them onto polished Si wafer. The catalysts were examined
using a non-monochromatic twin anode X-ray tube (XR3E2),
where the characteristic energies were 1253.6 eV (Mg Ka1,2,
FWHM 0.68 eV) and 1486.6 eV (Al Ka1,2, FWHM 0.83 eV). The
pressure in the analysis chamber was below 10�9 torr and the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
source power was 300 W. The survey scan was collected using
the following parameters: energy range ¼ 800 to 0 eV, pass
energy ¼ 200 eV, step size ¼ 0.5 eV. The high resolution scans
were conducted using pass energy 200 eV and step size 0.1 eV.
The N 1s XPS peak was deconvoluted to 6 components:43,44 (i)
pyridinic N, (ii) pyrrolic N, (iii) and (iv) graphitic N, (v) Fe–Nx

and (vi) pyridine-N-oxides. On average the peak binding energy
positions were found to be: (i) 398.5 eV, (ii) 400.8 eV, (iii)
401.5 eV, (iv) 402.4 eV, 399.8 eV (v) and (vi) 404.5 eV. The spectra
were calibrated aer the C 1s peak position to 248.8 eV. FWHM
was constricted from 1.3 eV to 1.8 eV for peaks (i)–(v) and 1.5 eV
to 2.5 eV for peak (vi). Peak positions were constricted at: (i)
399.6–398.4 eV, (ii) 400.9–400.7 eV and (vi) 410–404.5 eV. Peaks
(iii)–(v) had their positions xed in relation the pyridinic peak:
(iii) +3 eV, (iv) +3.9 eV and (v) +1.3 eV based on DFT calcula-
tions.43,44 All peaks were assumed to be 70% Gaussian and 30%
Lorentzian. Shirley backgrounds were used. The soware
CasaXPS (2.3.18) was used for peak tting.

For determining the bulk concentration of elements in the
catalysts, ICP-MS was used. Sample digestion, prior to analysis
with ICP-MS was performed with Anton Par Multiwave PRO
microwave digestion system using NXF100 digestion vessels
(PTFE-TFM liner) in 8 N rotor. 10 mg of sample was weighed
into PTFE vessels and 3 mL of HNO3 (Carl Roth ROTIPURAN
Supra) along with 3 mL of H2O2 (Fluka TraceSELECT Ultra) were
slowly added to the vessel. Aer the initial vigorous reaction had
subsided 1 mL of HF (Carl Roth ROTIPURAN Supra) was added,
the vessels were capped and digested in the microwave unit. A
stepwise power controlled digestion procedure for 8 vessels was
employed: ramp to 600 W in 10 min, ramp to 1000 W in 8 min,
ramp to 1500 W in 8 min, hold at 1500 W for 30 min. It was
observed during method development that temperatures in
excess of 200 �C were needed for complete digestion. Aer
digestion the samples were diluted using 2% HNO3 solution
(prepared from 69% HNO3 Carl Roth ROTIPURAN Supra) to
a nal dilution factor of 70 000 and analysed using Agilent 8800
ICP-MS/MS. 11B, 90Zr and 47Ti were measured using NoGas
mode in MS/MS “on mass” conguration and 56Fe, 57Fe were
measured using MS/MS “on mass” conguration with He (6
mL min�1) as collision gas in the CRC (collision-reaction cell).
For the samples synthesized with natural iron, 56Fe was used to
quantify the iron content assuming natural distribution of iron
isotopes, otherwise 57Fe was used, assuming 95% abundance
of 57Fe.

N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of the catalyst samples
were recorded at 77 K using a NovaTouch LX2 Analyser (Quan-
tachrome). The samples were dried under vacuum at 200 �C for
two days and at 300 �C for 12 h to remove any volatile guest
molecules and backlled with N2 gas before the measurement.
The catalysts' specic surface area (SBET) was calculated
according to the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) theory up to
a nitrogen relative pressure of P/P0 ¼ 0.2. The total volume of
pores (Vtot) was measured near to saturation pressure of N2 (P/P0
¼ 0.97). The average diameter of pores (dp) was calculated for
a slit-type pore geometry using the following equation: dp ¼
2Vtot/SBET. The calculations of pore size distribution (PSD),
microporosity (Vm) and surface area (SDFT) from N2 isotherms
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 14663–14674 | 14665
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Fig. 1 SEM micrographs of CDC-1 (a), CDC-2 (b), Fe1–N/CDC-1 (c)
and Fe1–N/CDC-2 (d) materials.
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were done by using a quenched solid density functional theory
(QSDFT) equilibria model for slit type pore.

Ex situ XAS measurements on the sample with the sample
loading reaching a �0.05 edge height at the Fe K edge were
collected in the uorescence mode at the beamline 8-ID at the
NSLS-II, Brookhaven National Laboratory. Multiple scans were
collected to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, and to ensure the
repeatability of the data. Scans were calibrated, aligned, merged
and normalised with background removed using the IFEFFIT
suite.45 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) characterisation was conducted
using a PANanalytical X'Pert powder X-ray diffractometer and
using the Cu Ka radiation.

2.4. Electrode preparation and electrochemical
characterisation

For measuring the ORR activities of the Fe–N–C catalysts, the
rotating disk electrode (RDE) method was employed. For elec-
trode preparation, 10 mg of the catalyst material was dispersed
in a mixture of 108 mL of 5 wt% Naon solution in ethanol
containing 15–20% water, 37 mL of H2O and 300 mL of pure
ethanol. A 7 mL aliquot of the resulting ink was deposited on
a glassy carbon (GC) disk electrode (Pine Research, Grove City,
PA, USA) with a surface area of 0.196 cm2 that had previously
been polished with alumina slurries (Buehler) with a grain size
of 1 and 0.05 mm and ultrasonically cleaned in deionized water
twice. This results in a catalyst loading of 0.8 mg cm�2. The
experiments were carried out in a three-electrode electro-
chemical cell lled with 0.5 M H2SO4 (95–97%, Sigma-Aldrich).
Prior to the experiments, the electrolyte solution was saturated
with O2 or N2 (for background current correction) and a gas ow
over the electrolyte surface was maintained during the electro-
chemical experiments. A graphite rod served as the counter
electrode and a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) as the
reference electrode. The ORR polarisation curves were recorded
at a rotation rate of 1600 rpm and at a scan rate (n) of 10 mV s�1

from 1 to 0 V vs. RHE. Prior to recording the polarisation curves,
ten potential cycles were done at a scan rate of 100 mV s�1 from
1 to 0 V for pre-conditioning of the electrode. A 5 wt% Pt/C
(Johnson Matthey) catalyst was used for comparison. The Pt/C
ink consisted of 20 mg of 5 wt% Pt/C dispersed in a mixture
of 108 mL of 5 wt% Naon solution in ethanol containing 15–
20% water, 37 mL of H2O and 300 mL of pure ethanol. 4 mL of the
catalyst was deposited on the GC electrode yielding Pt loading of
20 mgPt cm

�2. All inks were sonicated at least for an hour to
achieve a homogenous suspension. A VersaStat 3 potentiostat
from Princeton Applied Research (PAR) was used for the
experiments. To study the stability of Fe0.5–N/CDC-2, an elec-
trode was prepared similar to the ORR activity RDE test. First,
the ORR activity in O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 was measured,
aer which 10 000 potential cycles between 0.925 and 0.6 V vs.
RHE in Ar-saturated solution were undertaken and then the
ORR activity was measured again.

2.5. MEA fabrication and fuel cell measurement

For MEA fabrication, the ink formulation was the following:
20 mg of Fe–N–C cathode catalyst material mixed in 652 mL of
14666 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 14663–14674
5 wt% Naon solution containing 15–20% water, 326 mL of pure
ethanol and 272 mL of water. Then the inks were deposited on
a clean gas-diffusion layer (Sigracet S10-BC) in 400 mL aliquots.
The cathodes were dried at 80 �C for at least 2 h. The anode used
for all PEMFC tests was a commercial Pt/C catalyst with
a loading of 0.5 mgPt cm

�2 on Sigracet S10-BC. The MEAs were
prepared by hot-pressing the anode and cathode (both
4.84 cm2) on a Naon NRE-211 membrane at 135 �C for 2 min
using a force of 500 lb. The MEAs were then sandwiched in
a single-cell (Fuel Cell Technologies, USA) using a torque of
10 Nm. A Biologic potentiostat with 50 A load in an in-house fuel
cell testing station and EC-Lab soware were used to evaluate
MEA performance of the catalysts, while the temperature of
a fuel cell was kept at 80 �C. Pure O2 was used on the cathode
and pure H2 on the anode side of PEMFC. The gases were pre-
humidied to 100% RH. The cell temperature was 80 �C
during the measurements and the humidiers were kept at
90 �C to ensure 100% RH. A reference measurement using the
same conditions, but a 5 wt% Pt/C cathode catalyst with
a loading of 80 mgPt cm

�2, was also conducted.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Physical characterisation of the CDCs and Fe–N–C
materials

A study of the surface morphology of the Fe–N–C catalysts was
undertaken using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to
understand the changes in the structure of the catalyst aer the
nitrogen and iron doping. Fig. 1a shows the morphology of the
B4C-derived carbon material (CDC-1) and Fig. 1b the
morphology of the TiC-derived carbon material (CDC-2). CDC
grains of various sizes are visible, all of them showing a disor-
dered carbon structure. CDC-2 has a larger grain size than CDC-
1, which dictates the nal particle size of the catalysts derived
from it. Fig. 1c and d show the morphology of Fe1–N/CDC-1 and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 2 Comparison of pore size distributions for CDC-1 and CDC-1
derived catalysts (a), and for CDC-2 and CDC-2 derived catalysts (b).
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Fe1–N/CDC-2, respectively. Fe1–N/CDC-1 shows a SEM image
similar to that of the parent material, CDC-1. The doped CDC
particles are mostly sized around 500 nm, with some agglom-
erates in the micrometre size range and some smaller particles
of around 100 nm. Fe1–N/CDC-2 has also visibly retained
a macro-structure similar to that of the parent material, CDC-2.
The particle size has decreased somewhat, probably due to the
ball-milling, but it is still larger than that of Fe1–N/CDC-1.

The textural properties of both the starting materials and the
Fe–N–C catalysts are given in Table 1. The main difference
between the two starting CDC materials was in the pore size
distribution, which is also demonstrated in Fig. S1.† The CDC-1
material has a trimodal micro-mesoporous structure with
a large amount of mesopores and micropores, while CDC-2 has
a unimodal pore size distribution centred at 0.85 nm. The
average pore diameter was also accordingly higher for CDC-1
(1.65 nm) compared to CDC-2 (1.05 nm).

As there have been various studies claiming that either
micropores, mesopores or a combination of both are needed for
efficient Fe–N–C catalysts,23,33,34,46–48 these CDCs might present
an interesting opportunity to study the effect of PSD on Fe–N–C
catalyst activity. However, the PSD of two Fe–N–C catalysts with
1 wt% Fe and prepared identically except for the carbon support
(CDC-1 and CDC-2) are quite similar (see Fig. 2a and b), in spite
of drastically different PSD of the starting CDCs.

It is apparent from Table 1 that, aer ball-milling and
pyrolysis in Ar, the specic surface area decreased by about 750–
1200 m2 g�1. This may be explained either as a lling of the
pores with phenanthroline and Fe acetate or as partial graphi-
tization of the disordered carbon in CDC during the high-
temperature pyrolysis. Iron nanoparticles are known to graph-
itize disordered carbon materials at high temperatures,49,50 thus
closing off some of the pores and decreasing the BET surface
area. The effect of Fe content on catalyst morphology and PSD
was investigated only for CDC-2 (Table 1) since a much higher
ORR activity was observed with CDC-2 derived Fe–N–C catalysts
(see later). The effect of Fe content on decreased BET area is
however unlikely the major effect at work here since even Fe0.5–
N/CDC-2, which has a minimum amount of particulate iron
according to Mössbauer spectroscopy (see later), has a specic
area of 945 m2 g�1, much lower than the starting area of
1997 m2 g�1 for CDC-2. Also, increasing the iron content from
0.5 to 2 wt% in the pre-pyrolysis mixture results in a decrease of
SSA of only about 250 m2 g�1, with all three Fe–N–C catalysts
derived from CDC-2 having a BET area much lower than that of
CDC-2 (Table 1).
Table 1 Textural properties of CDC and Fe–N/CDC materials: BET surfa
area (SDFT) and micropore volume (Vm) calculated from the QSDFT mod

Sample SBET, m
2 g�1 Vtot, cm

3 g�1

CDC-1 1493 1.236
Fe1–N/CDC-1 754 0.471
CDC-2 1997 1.057
Fe1–N/CDC-2 798 0.466
Fe2–N/CDC-2 706 0.427
Fe0.5-N/CDC-2 945 0.704

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
In our previous work, we used dicyandiamide (DCDA), Fe
and Co salts to dope microporous CDC materials, where the
micropore volume of M–N–C catalysts relative to the starting
CDC even increased by ca. 0.2 cm3 g�1 during the doping
procedure.51 The decrease in surface area observed here is thus
much larger than that in our previous work. It can be proposed
that 1,10-phenanthroline either lls the pores more effectively
than DCDA, or that it transforms into residual carbon to
a higher extent than DCDA. It is also possible that, contrary to
DCDA, 1,10-phenanthroline blocks the pore entrances and in
the end, most of the inner porosity is not accessible for
ce area (SBET), total pore volume (Vtot), average pore size (dp), surface
el

dp, nm SDFT, m
2 g�1 Vm, cm

3 g�1

1.65 1351 0.470
1.24 716 0.292
1.05 1759 0.811
1.17 770 0.321
1.21 709 0.280
1.48 1009 0.397
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Fig. 3 Core-level XPS spectra in the N 1s region for (a) Fe1–N/CDC-1,
(b) Fe1–N/CDC-2, (c) Fe2–N/CDC-2 and (d) Fe0.5-N/CDC-2.
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electrocatalysis. Looking more closely at the changes in PSD
from CDC to Fe1–N/CDC, it can be seen that, with CDC-1,
mesopores are nearly completely lled along with a small
amount (ca. 30%) of micropores while for CDC-2 ca. 55–60% of
the micropore volume is lost. This is likely due to the prefer-
ential lling of mesopores by phenanthroline in CDC-1, while
with CDC-2 only micropores are present and therefore all the
phenanthroline added during the synthesis lls those pores.

A summary of the XPS results for all catalysts is given in
Table 2. Interestingly, the nitrogen content for the 1% Fe cata-
lyst based on CDC-1 (Fe1–N/CDC-1) was slightly higher than for
the corresponding catalyst based on CDC-2 (Fe1–N/CDC-2). This
may be connected with the higher disorder of carbon in Fe1–N/
CDC-1, but also with the residual presence of boron in CDC-1,
as will be shown later. It is known that co-doping of carbon
materials by N and B usually leads to higher nitrogen content.52

However, the relative contents of all the different nitrogen
species were very comparable for all catalysts. The nitrogen
content in CDC-2 based materials decreased by 0.5 at% with
increasing Fe content in the catalyst precursor from 0.5 to
2 wt%, but the relative content of the Nx–Fe component was
nearly the same. Unfortunately, the Fe content and speciation
could not be determined by XPS due to low signal-to-noise ratio
at the Fe 2p level. All N 1s high-resolution spectra are presented
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 shows the XRD patterns of Fe–N/CDC samples. The
ZrO2 contamination in CDC-1 based materials is clearly visible,
while there is no ZrO2 contamination in CDC-2-derived cata-
lysts. The 002 reection of graphite 2H or 111 reection of
rhombohedral graphite, at 2q z 26.2–26.6�, is present in the
diffraction patterns of both CDC materials, but aer the doping
procedure, it becomes broader with a shoulder developing on
the lower angles (more visible for CDC-2 derived materials).
This effect is possibly associated with the microporous carbon
becoming amorphous as the catalyst is milled or pyrolyzed. For
CDC-2, increasing the iron content in the catalyst precursor
mixture results in more intense diffraction peaks assigned to
graphite, iron carbide and a-Fe, as expected due to the graphi-
tization of disordered carbon by iron.49 The broad XRD peak at
2qz 41–46�, assigned to the 100 and 101 reections of graphite
2H and/or 010 and 110 reections of rhombohedral graphite, is
present in all catalyst samples. To be noted is the surprising
presence of ZrO2 in the CDC-1 based materials, which is further
discussed under the ICP-MS results section. Also, CDC-2 seems
to contain some a-Fe impurity (characteristic peak at 43.6 and
50.8�).

The 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of the Fe–N–C catalysts derived
from CDC-1 and CDC-2 were collected for a Fe content of
Table 2 Overall nitrogen content and the relative nitrogen moiety conc

Total N content Fe–Nx% N–O% G

Fe1–N/CDC-1 1.9 at% 12 10 7
Fe1–N/CDC-2 1.3 at% 11 12 6
Fe2–N/CDC-2 1.1 at% 12 10 1
Fe0.5-N/CDC-2 1.6 at% 13 12 6

14668 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 14663–14674
0.5 wt% in the catalyst precursor. The low Fe content allows
a better observation of quadrupole doublets that are assigned to
FeNxCymoieties. The effect of Fe content on the Fe speciation in
CDC-2 derived materials (selected due to their higher ORR
activity, see later) was then investigated by measuring the
spectra of the materials Fe1–N/CDC-2 and Fe2–N/CDC-2 as well.
The Mössbauer spectra are presented in Fig. 5. Compared to
commonly reported spectra for Fe–N–C catalysts, the spectrum
of Fe0.5–N/CDC-1 (Fig. 5a) is unusual, especially for a catalyst
with such a low Fe content, and was tted with a doublet and
a sextet with unusual parameters. While the doublet has
Mössbauer parameters similar to D1 commonly observed in
ORR-active Fe–N–C catalysts, the sextet has, to the best of our
knowledge, never been reported before in such catalysts. The
average value of the sextet parameters (Table S1†) are very
similar to those reported for iron boride FeB with a hyperne
eld of 9.5 tesla.53,54

The formation of FeB is in agreement with the presence of
boron in CDC-1 derived catalyst (see discussion on presence of
boron later in the ICP-MS results section). Concerning the CDC-
2 derived catalysts (Fig. 5b–d), we observe a broad doublet
assigned to superparamagnetic Fe-based (sub-)nanoparticle
(labelled SP). The assignment of the broad SP doublet to Fe
nanoparticles is supported by EXAFS measurements on Fe0.5–N/
CDC-2 (Fig. 6). Apart from this, the spectra of CDC-2 derived
entration in the catalyst surface layers as determined by XPS

raphitic (1)% Graphitic (2)% Pyridinic% Pyrrolic%

11 39 21
14 33 25

0 10 35 23
12 35 22

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 4 XRD diffraction patterns for Fe–N/CDC and undoped CDC
samples based on (a) CDC-1 and (b) CDC-2. The position of the main
diffraction peaks are indicated for graphite 2H (JCPDS 01-075-1621),
rhombohedral graphite (JCPDS 01-075-2078), ZrO2 tetragonal
(JCPDS 01-079-1769), ZrO2 hexagonal (JCPDS 00-037-1484), a-Fe
(JCPDS 96-900-8470) and Fe3C (JCPDS 01-085-1317).

Fig. 5 Room temperature 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of (a) Fe0.5–N/
CDC-1, (b) Fe0.5–N/CDC-2, (c) Fe1–N/CDC-2, (d) Fe2–N/CDC-2. For
(c) and (d), note that the Y-axis scale is broken in order to improve the
visibility of the low intensity components of magnetic Fe (sextets) and
of the doublets.

Fig. 6 The FT-EXAFS of the sample Fe0.5–N/CDC-2, Fe(II)Pc, and iron
reference foil (intensity reduced by a factor of 6 for the Fe foil, for
comparison purpose).
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samples can be tted with components usually observed in
pyrolysed Fe–N–C catalysts, namely D1, D2, a-Fe, g-Fe and Fe3C.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 and Table S2† that the total absorp-
tion (%) of a-Fe, g-Fe, Fe3C increases with increasing amount of
iron precursor on CDC-2. In summary, the striking difference
between CDC-1 and CDC-2 derived catalysts (at 0.5% Fe level) is
the low% area (13%) assigned to D1 in Fe0.5–N/CDC-1 and the
major presence of FeB, while Fe0.5–N/CDC-2 comprised a large
amount of doublets D1 and D2 (48%).

The co-presence of the FeNxCy and inorganic Fe species with
relatively high content is veried by ex situ X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS). As seen in Fig. 6, the FT-EXAFS of the Fe0.5–
N/CDC-2 contains a scattering peak around 1.5 Å (without phase
correction), overlapping the peak of Fe(II)Pc arisen from the rst
shell Fe–N scattering; as well as a scattering peak around 2 Å
overlapping the rst shell Fe–Fe scattering peak in metallic Fe.
The high intensity of the Fe–Fe scattering peak supports the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
presence of high amount inorganic Fe species in the catalyst,
which can be linked to the broad SP contribution.

The contents of Fe, B, Ti and Zr in the catalyst materials with
1% Fe at synthesis stage (baseline Fe content) were determined
via ICP-MS. Obviously, Fe1–N/CDC-1 has a large content of ZrO2

compared to smaller amounts present in the samples synthe-
sized using CDC-2. This is likely due to the fact that there is
a rather large amount of B4C still present in CDC-1 when
compared to TiC content in CDC-2, as supported by the high
content of B in CDC-1-derived material but low Ti content in
CDC-2-derived materials. During the chlorination process,
some of the carbide precursor (B4C or TiC in this case) can get
trapped inside the carbon. As B4C and TiC are very hard (Mohs
hardness of approximately 9–10 and 9–9.5, respectively) even
compared to ZrO2 (Mohs hardness of �8), it is probable that,
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 14663–14674 | 14669
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during the ball-milling process, the ZrO2 balls and crucible are
eroded by the sample, resulting in Zr contamination. The
erosion effect alsomeans that a small amount of boron ismilled
into the jar and balls themselves and can be transferred to other
samples. Since Fe1–N/CDC-1 has a larger amount of carbide
particles still present, the resulting Zr content is also conse-
quently higher. Regarding the iron contents, Fe1–N/CDC-2
contained surprisingly nearly twice more iron than Fe1–N/
CDC-1, while both had the same amount of iron in the cata-
lyst precursor mixture. For CDC-2 materials, the Fe content in
catalysts increased linearly with Fe content in the precursors. It
is to be noted that the iron concentrations are likely somewhat
underestimated here due to the lack of a suitable reference
material to conrm the total dissolution of the determined
elements from the sample.
Fig. 7 (a) ORR polarisation curves (not corrected for iR) measured with
RDE method for undoped CDCs, B4C-derived and TiC-derived cata-
lysts in O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. n ¼ 10 mV s�1, u ¼ 1600 rpm. (b)
Tafel plots calculated from the RDE data shown in (a). Catalyst loading
¼ 803 mg cm�2, except Pt/C (20 mgPt cm

�2).

Table 3 Content of Fe, B, Ti and Zr in the Fe–N/CDC catalysts
determined by ICP-MS

Sample Fe wt% B wt% Ti wt% Zr wt%

Fe1–N/CDC-1 0.638 1.462 0.079 7.782
Fe1–N/CDC-2 1.242 n.a 0.148 0.192
Fe2–N/CDC-2 1.449 n.a 0.120 0.059
Fe0.5-N/CDC-2 0.490 0.120 0.06 1.640
3.2. Electrocatalytic activity of the Fe–N/CDC catalysts
towards the ORR

The Fe–N/CDC materials were rst investigated using the RDE
setup for assessing the catalytic activity toward the ORR in acid.
Fig. 7 shows the ORR activity of the CDC-derived Fe–N/CDC
materials along with the starting CDC, measured in O2-satu-
rated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. The electrolyte was 0.5 M H2SO4 for
Fe–N/CDC catalysts, but for comparison, 0.1 M HClO4 was used
for the Pt/C material to avoid activity loss caused by bisulphate
adsorption on Pt.55 Modifying the CDC materials with iron and
nitrogen shis positively the onset potential (Eonset, dened as
the potential at 0.2 mA cm�2) nearly 300 mV, showing a massive
increase in the ORR electrocatalytic activity. Also, the half-wave
potential (E1/2) for O2 reduction shied from ca. 0.4 to ca. 0.8 V
vs. RHE. The rise in activity is due to a large amount of Fe–Nx

centres formed in the pores of the CDC materials during the
pyrolysis procedure, while both starting CDCs have very low
ORR activity themselves. The E1/2 values and jk at 0.8 V vs. RHE
along with the mass activity (MA) of the Fe–N–CDCs and other
state-of-the-art Fe–N–C catalysts are given in Table 4. The
kinetic current densities were calculated using the Koutecky–
Levich equation: jk ¼ jd � j/(jd–j), where jd was taken as the
limiting current density at 0.5 V vs. RHE.

Next, the RDE results show that Fe1–N/CDC-2 has a higher
ORR activity than Fe1–N/CDC-1. Remarkably, both the values of
Eonset and E1/2 were almost identical for all three CDC-2 based
catalysts, showing no signicant dependence of overall ORR
activity on the iron content in the range of 0.5–2% Fe in the
precursor (0.49 to 1.45 wt% Fe in catalysts, see Table 3).
Although the iron content rose by 0.95 wt% when going from
0.5 wt% to 2 wt% of iron in the CDC-2 catalyst precursors, the
relative% of iron in the form of D1 and D2 species (the ORR-
active species) decreased from 48% to 26% (see Table S1†).
Thus, the iron added above 0.5% level in the catalyst precursor
is present mainly in the form of inorganic iron species rather
than FeNxCy sites in the nal CDC-2-derived catalysts.
Comparing the two CDCs, the higher activity of Fe1–N/CDC-2
than Fe1–N/CDC-1 likely arises in part from the larger abso-
lute amount of microporous surface area in CDC-2 vs. CDC-1
and the nearly twice higher amount of micropore volume (see
14670 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 14663–14674
Fig. S1† and 2). For comparison with similar Fe content in the
catalysts, the samples Fe0.5–N/CDC-2 and Fe1–N/CDC-1 should
be compared (see Table 3). This comparison also reveals a much
higher activity for the CDC-2 derived material. Other factors,
such as the structural differences and Fe speciation differences
coming from the increased content of iron or larger nitrogen
content of the catalyst containing less Fe, could also be
contributing factors to the increase in kinetic current density.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Table 4 Kinetic parameters for O2 reduction on CDC-based catalysts and other state-of-the-art Fe–N–C catalysts in acidic media

Catalyst
jk,(0.8 V vs. RHE)

(mA cm�2)
Catalyst loading
(mg cm�2)

MA at 0.8 V
(A gFe–N–C

�1)
E1/2
(V vs. RHE) Reference

CDC-1 0.0 0.8 0 0.40 This work
Fe1–N/CDC-1 1.5 0.8 1.9 0.77 This work
CDC-2 0.0 0.8 0 0.33 This work
Fe1–N/CDC-2 5.9 0.8 7.4 0.81 This work
Fe2–N/CDC-2 5.2 0.8 6.5 0.81 This work
Fe0.5-N/CDC-2 6.4 0.8 8.0 0.81 This work
Pt/C (20 mg cm�2) 17.2 0.4 — 0.85 This work
Fe–NCB 4.6 0.6 7.7 0.8 27
FePhen@MOF–ArNH3 2.9a 0.6 4.7a 0.77 13
Fe0.5 1.0a 0.818 1.2a 0.73a 11
Fe–N–C–Phen–PANI 3.8a 0.6 6.3a 0.8 31
FeSAs/PTF-400 1.7a 0.2 8.5a 0.75a 62
(Fe,Co)/N–C 4.1 1.095 3.74 0.86 63
FeSA–N–C 3.2a 0.28 11.5a 0.78 64
Fe-ZIF 21.4a 0.8 26.8a 0.85 65
Fe2–Z8–C 6.6a 0.4 16.5a 0.8 66
SA–Fe/NG 5.0a 0.6 8.3a 0.8 67

a Indicates values estimated from gures.
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The apparent correlation between activity and micropore SSA
may also be a consequence of the different Fe speciation during
pyrolysis, metallic Fe particles (present in highly loaded
samples) leading to partial graphitization and thus to decreased
microporous SSA. For ORR in acid medium, Fe particles
encapsulated in carbon are generally accepted to be less active
(on a metal-atom basis) than surface Fe–Nx sites.

Also of note is the introduction of ZrO2 into Fe1–N/CDC-1,
which was not present in high concentration in the catalysts
derived from CDC-2. The introduction of ZrO2 seems to result
from the combination of milling process and residual presence
of hard B4C in CDC-1. The presence of B4C in CDC-1 probably
also explains the different Fe speciation seen in the CDC-1
derived Fe–N–C catalyst, with a major content of FeB (Fig. 5a).

Fig. 8 shows the results of stability testing on Fe0.5–N/CDC-2.
As seen, 10 000 cycles between 0.925 and 0.6 V vs. RHE have no
effect on the onset potential, while the shape of the polarisation
curve and E1/2 are minimally inuenced. The kinetic current
density at 0.8 V was reduced by 29% during 10 000 CVs in 0.5 M
H2SO4, showing that there is some loss of activity in the kinetic
region. The small loss in activity is possibly due to the disso-
lution of small amounts of Fe species with a lower durability in
acid media which were noted from the Mössbauer spectra, or to
a slight change in Tafel slope.

The electrocatalytic activity of the three CDC-2 based cata-
lysts toward the ORR in acidmedia is comparable to some of the
best Fe–N–C catalysts found in the literature.11,12,31,34,56 Within
the series of 3 catalysts derived from CDC-2, there is some
correlation between (i) activity and specic surface area, and (ii)
between activity andmicropore volume, as shown in Fig. S2.† As
the Mössbauer spectra also showed for CDC-2 derived catalysts,
increasing the iron content did not introduce a much larger
amount of Fe–Nx sites, but rather increased the amount of g-
iron, iron carbides and a-iron. Since the increase of these
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
crystallographic iron species did not positively affect the elec-
trocatalytic activity of the catalysts toward oxygen reduction, it
can be derived that the ORR activity of the Fe–N/CDC materials
originates mainly from FeNxCy moieties (doublet component
D1 or D2, or some of these two doublet components). Because
iron particles, especially those not perfectly covered by carbon
layers, can create problems in PEMFC by releasing iron ions and
promoting the Fenton's reaction,57 it is therefore preferable to
select the catalyst with lower iron loading, i.e. Fe0.5–N/CDC-2,
and showing the highest electrocatalytic activity (Fig. S2†).

The same trend of higher activity for CDC-2 derived mate-
rials vs. CDC-1 derived materials was observed in fuel cell
measurements, as shown in Fig. 9. The catalysts derived from
CDC-2 resulted in ca. 3–4 times higher current density at 0.8 V
cell voltage (5–6 vs. 20mA cm�2), whereas the current density in
RDE was nearly 5 times higher at 0.8 V. Most of the active sites
in these materials are also likely located deep inside the cata-
lyst grains as the Fe content determined by ICP-MS is much
higher than on the surface, since iron was not even detected by
XPS. It is obviously not optimal to have most of the active sites
located deep inside a microporous particle, where the access by
O2 is difficult.58,59 The power performance at 0.6 V could
possibly be improved by decreasing the grain size of the cata-
lyst, either by starting off with a ner carbide or ball-milling the
CDC using a high rotation rate, liquid ball-milling or even
surfactants in the milling mixture, all of which are known to be
useful for obtaining smaller particle sizes60 or optimising the
PEMFC cathode catalyst layer. The results for 5 wt% Pt/C are
also shown in the Fig. 9, which are performance-wise not very
far from the Fe–N-CDCs. The Pt loading on the cathode was 80
mgPt cm�2. Assuming the most active sites for ORR in acid
medium are represented by the two doublets in Mössbauer
spectroscopy (assigned to FeNx sites), and assessing the bulk
density of FeNx sites by multiplying the fraction of (D1 + D2)
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 14663–14674 | 14671
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Fig. 9 PEMFC polarisation curves with cathodes comprising 4 mg
cm�2 of Fe–N–C catalysts, as-measured (dashed curves) and after iR-
correction (solid curves). The fuel cell temperature was 80 �C, pure O2

and H2 gases were humidified at 100% RH at cell temperature, the gas
pressure was 1 bar. Inset: Tafel plots at high potential of iR-free
polarisation curves.

Fig. 8 (a) ORR polarisation curves of Fe0.5–N/CDC-2-modified GC
electrodes in O2-saturated 0.5 MH2SO4 before and after 10 000CVs. n
¼ 10 mV s�1, u ¼ 1600 rpm. (b) Tafel plots calculated from the RDE
data shown in (a).
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from Mössbauer table by the bulk Fe contents measured by
ICP-MS, one gets the following numbers: 0.24 wt% (Fe0.5–N/
CDC-2), 0.54 wt% (Fe1–N/CDC-2) and 0.38 wt% (Fe2–N/CDC-2)
of Fe–Nx. Considering the signicant differences in elemental
composition, iron species, porosity and structure, the ORR
activity for the Fex–N/CDC-2 catalysts is remarkably similar.
Elucidating this further would, however, require a thorough
study on the kinetics of the ORR on these catalysts and quan-
tication of available active sites, which is outside the scope of
the present work.

Compared to the best results for PEMFCs in the literature the
current densities achieved by the Fe–N/CDC catalysts presented
here might not seem much, but one has to make certain
considerations. Serov et al. used the sacricial silica templating
method with nicarbazin acting as the nitrogen and carbon
source27 and achieved E1/2 of 0.8 V vs. RHE in 0.5 M H2SO4,
which is comparable to the best Fe–N/CDC catalysts studied in
this work. However, their Fe–nicarbazin-derived catalyst per-
formed better in PEMFC. The current density in a PEMFC single
14672 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 14663–14674
cell at 0.8 V was 100 mA cm�2 using the catalyst studied by Serov
et al. when compared to 20 mA cm�2 achieved in this work. The
morphology of the catalyst presented in that work, however, was
quite different from the CDC-based ones presented here as it
seems to form a network rather than particles. Another highly
active catalyst with no FeNxCy sites synthesized by Strickland
et al.13 showed a half-wave potential that was actually lower than
that of the best Fe–N/CDC catalyst here, but in fuel cell testing
the current densities reached were again much higher: at
0.6 V the current densities reached in that study were around
750 mA cm�2, while the best catalyst presented here achieved
only 400 mA cm�2 at a potential of 0.6 V. The specic surface
area for the best FePhen@MOF catalyst presented in that work
was around 1200 m2 g�1, similar to 1009 m2 g�1 of Fe0.5–N/CDC-
2, but the particle size was much smaller, with most particles on
the SEM images presented there under 100 nm in diameter at
least, compared to the micrometre-sized CDC particles. Also,
the presence of CNTs between the particles may have helped in
creating macropores in the cathode layer, which might help
removing water or improving gas diffusion at high current
densities. The most active Fe–N–C material reported by Zitolo
et al. that contained only FeNxCy sites, synthesized with
amethod similar to the one used here but with aMOF instead of
CDCs and subjected to a second pyrolysis in NH3,11 was however
more active in both RDE and PEMFC testing. Prior to NH3

activation, however, the same catalyst had a current density of
around 175 mA cm�2 at 0.6 V, which is much less than that of
Fe0.5–N/CDC-2. A highly active catalyst recently reported by Fu
et al., which was essentially a composite of a 1,10-phenanthro-
line and Fe-doped Ketjenblack carbon and polyaniline-derived
nitrogen and iron-containing carbon, also showed similar
activities in an RDE test, with the half-wave potential of 0.8 V vs.
RHE, but shadowed the CDC-based catalysts in PEMFCs31 with
a kinetic current density of 390 mA cm�2 at 0.8 V. The porosity
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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characteristics were again similar to the most active CDC-based
materials, but the particle size was smaller, with some particles
visible between a graphene-like structure. It is noteworthy that
all CDC-derived catalysts showed lower power performance at
0.6 V compared to some of the highest reported values with Fe–
N–C cathodes we discussed here: the power density at 0.6 V with
Fe0.5–N/CDC-2 as the cathode catalyst was 243 mW cm�2

compared to around 800 mW cm�2 in the literature.31 However,
one has to take into account that all of the best catalysts in the
literature have been heat-treated in ammonia (either on a rst
stage or in a second, shorter, pyrolysis). This increases the
activity notably but is generally known to be detrimental to the
stability of such catalysts.11,61 In the study by Zitolo et al., an
NH3-activated Fe–N–C catalyst showed very fast deactivation
over the rst 10 h of operation and lost overall more than half of
its current density during a 50 hour potentiostatic test at 0.5 V,
while the Ar-pyrolysed Fe–N–C catalyst was relatively stable.
Aer 50 h operation at 0.5 V, the current density at 0.5 V of the
NH3-activated Fe–N–C catalyst in that study was actually similar
to that initially achieved by Fe0.5–N/CDC-2 in the present study
(500 and 450 mA cm�2, respectively). The activity and power
performance of the Fe–N–C catalysts derived from CDC-2 and
pyrolysed in argon are, compared to other state-of-art Fe–N–C
catalysts pyrolysed in inert gas, equivalent or even superior.
4. Conclusions

Two carbide-derived carbons with well-dened but different
pore size distributions were investigated as pure microporous
or micro–mesoporous host matrices to synthesize FeNxCy

moieties for O2 electroreduction. It is concluded that the
carbide-derived carbon comprising only micropores resulted in
more active Fe–N–C catalysts for oxygen electroreduction in acid
medium. This difference in the ORR activity of Fe–N–C catalysts
prepared from different CDCs is explained by the preferential
formation of ORR-active FeNxCy moieties in the pure micropo-
rous CDC, as observed by Mössbauer spectroscopy. For the
micro-mesoporous CDC, the residual presence of boron seems
to have triggered the formation of ORR-inactive iron boride,
with consequently lower amount of FeNxCy moieties. These rst
results on the use of CDC for preparing Fe–N–C catalysts for
PEMFC application are highly promising. The exact micropore
size in starting CDCs can be further optimised in the future (can
be tuned with the starting carbide used and synthesis condi-
tions), and the grain size can also be optimised. The complete
removal of chemical elements from the starting carbide
template seems also an important aspect, at least for boron
carbide. For optimising performance in PEMFC, these ORR-
active domains with only micropores could also be combined
with more advanced preparation methods for cathode layer,
with hierarchical micro and macropores for maximizing the
number of active sites and their accessibility by O2, respectively.
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